
The lizard — whatever it had been — was delicious, made even more so by sharing the hatchback space with Kai. 
It would be a tight fit once the hatch itself was closed but with the backseats down, there was more than enough 
room for us to sit up and pick the grilled meat from the bamboo skewers Kai used to add a char to the roasted flesh 
once he’d dug out the foil packet. As primitive of a meal as I’d ever had, it was probably the most tasty. There was 
something sensual in watching Kai eat. When given the chance, he savored his food, taking oddly delicate bites 
and chewing carefully. There’d been more than a few times when we had to bolt down something quick for 
sustenance, driven back to the run we were on, but now we had time to sit and wait. 

There was something to be said about jobs set up to watch for mythical creatures. 

“I don’t think I can eat another bite,” Kai murmured, his shoulder brushing up against mine when he reached for a 
wet napkin to wipe his hands with. “We can have the rest tomorrow. The coolers will fit in the front seat so nothing 
will be able to get inside of them. First time I was out with Cari, I told her to lock down the coolers in the transport 
we were using but she forgot. Next morning, I made her pick up every single piece of bone and trash the bears left 
behind. We spent the next four days eating berries and whatever fish I could find in the river. I think that’s why she 
doesn’t like sushi.” 

The food was sealed up tight before I could offer to help and Kai told me to stay there while he put the coolers up. I 
agreed mostly to watch him work. I love how he moved, serpentine sleek with grace and a surety of where to put 
his feet. He caught me watching and shot me a curious look as if wondering what I was up to. 

If there was one thing I’ve discovered about Kai — my chimera — he didn’t see himself as someone anyone would 
want in their lives. So now, I would have to spend the rest of my lifetime proving him wrong. 

The sun was chasing down the horizon by the time he settled into the back of the Nova, pulling the hatch down 
behind him. We would have to figure out a way to sleep diagonally when it came time but knowing him, he planned 
for someone to be up all through the night, watching the watering hole for his elusive prey. The cameras were set 
up on the edge of the perimeter and would fire off at any heat signature, capturing wildlife with its sensitive lens, but 
Kai was at his core, a hunter himself, and he would want to see his prey. 

“Thank you for saving me today,” I said, ripping away the comfortable silence he’d let grow between us. “You’ve 
taught me a lot. For instance, I knew I couldn’t let go because the creature’s hooves would’ve shattered my head 
and well, I definitely would’ve been a snack for the lions. I’m learning a lot about how to live in this new world of 
ours. It’s a lot more dangerous than I ever imagined. I’m glad you’re here with me. Mostly to save me from myself.” 

“If there’s one thing I can count on, it’s you landing in the biggest pile of shit you can find.” He chuckled, the 
cinnamon zest of his skin intensifying with his laughter. Most humans couldn’t smell the richness of his unique 
scent but they were aware of its faint hint, trapped in the limitations of their senses. “You’re lucky I like you. Now. Or 
I would’ve left you for the lions.” 

“Then you would’ve had to raise our nieces yourself.” Pointing that out to him got a grimace but I knew better. He 
adored the girls, going out of his way to bring them small presents from places he’d been and reading stories aloud 
in their nursery until they fell asleep. It lightened my heart to know they would know his voice and also terrified me 
because I also suspected one day they would take up his guns. There was too much of his fearlessness in them 
and the potential of a Stalker Gracen dynasty was very real. “I know you said you could eat anything more but I 
brought those chocolate drops you like. The ones in the foil. They’re in my bag on the top if you want to get them.” 

He was quick, my Kai, and I was fairly certain the words were barely out of my mouth when he had the bag’s zipper 
undone. 

“Here,” he whispered, holding up the first dollop he’d unwrapped. “Open your mouth.” 

That was how I knew I affected him the same way he touched me. It was the little things Kai did. The ways he 
showed how he loved someone. He didn’t speak with flowery words or make grand gestures. Instead he would 
offer up the first piece of chocolate, willingly giving the first taste of his deepest love to someone else he cared 



about. I tasted his affection on the tips of his fingers when I closed my lips over the chocolate bit, leaving a kiss 
behind to thank him. I would never get poems from Kai Gracen. There would never be sonnets written about my 
verdant eyes or how the sun glistened in my golden hair. 

Instead, I would get grilled lizard and the chance to watch a sunset from the back of a Nova hatchback he borrowed 
from Cari to go on a run that would essentially trap him with me for three days. He’d grumbled when I told him I 
wanted to go but hadn’t given up too much of a fight. 

He wanted me there. He’d come for me when I’d stupidly misinterpreted what he said and ended up on the back of 
a bison. He also stood by me during my darkest times and threatened to kill my enemies. I may one day have to 
take him up on that but until that time, I simply wanted to be with him, sharing the relative peace and quiet of the 
watering hole at dusk as wild animals gathered at its edge to drink their fill. 

I understood their thirst because I had an insatiable need for the chimera sitting next to me and instead, sucked on 
the bit of chocolate he gave me. 

“Look,” Kai whispered, pointing to something near the water. “Over there.” 

They were hard to see, several petite equine creatures nestled up near the feet of an elephant dipping its trunk into 
the clear, crystal waters. They glistened and danced at the edge of the watering hole, their dainty hooves leaving 
triangular divots in the mud. Their manes were short, a faint magenta against their pearlescent hides but it was the 
curl of black horn rising from the middle of their foreheads that caught our attention. 

“By the Gods, I guess they are real,” I stammered back, looking at wonder at something impossible lapping up a bit 
of water. “I never imagined —” 

“Just goes to show you, if you wait quietly enough, the impossible comes to you,” Kai murmured, reaching for the 
cameras’ trigger mechanism. “You’ve just got to be patient.” 

“I understand that now,” I conceded, placing my hand on the spot between his shoulder blades where I knew he 
wore the scars shaped like a black pearl dragon on his skin, a horrific gift left on him by his father but one he wore 
proudly, knowing he’d survive and now thrived. “I promise, Kai, I will wait an eternity with you, just to see the 
impossible.” 


